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Abstract
Here we aim to incorporate trait-based information into the modern coexistence framework that comprises a balance between
stabilizing (niche-based) and equalizing (fitness) mechanisms among interacting species. Taking the modern coexistence
framework as our basis, we experimentally tested the effect of size differences among species on coexistence by using fifteen
unique pairs of resident vs. invading cyanobacteria, resulting in thirty unique invasibility tests. The cyanobacteria covered
two orders of magnitude differences in size. We found that both niche and fitness differences increased with size differences.
Niche differences increased faster with size differences than relative fitness differences and whereas coexisting pairs showed
larger size differences than non-coexisting pairs, ultimately species coexistence could not be predicted on basis of size
differences only. Our findings suggest that size is more than a key trait controlling physiological and population-level aspects
of phytoplankton, it is also relevant for community-level phenomena such as niche and fitness differences which influence
coexistence and biodiversity.

Introduction

The mechanisms underlying species coexistence have per-
plexed and fascinated ecologists for decades. Early in the
1960s, Hutchinson’s classical study ‘The paradox of the
plankton’ drew attention to the surprisingly large diversity
of plankton species competing for a small number of lim-
iting resources, suggesting that non-equilibrium mechan-
isms are relevant for species coexistence [1]. Historically,
studies on species coexistence have sought to explain bio-
diversity using two different perspectives. On the one
hand, the classical niche-based view emphasizing that
phenotypic differences among species will reduce inter-
specific competition and thereby allow coexistence [2–4].
On the other hand, the neutral view, suggesting that species

are competitively equivalent and hence, diversity is driven
by stochasticity and dispersal [5, 6]. More recently, com-
munity ecologists have looked at ways to provide a more
comprehensive perspective for coexistence of species [7, 8],
such as reconciling niche-based and neutral mechanisms
[9–12]. Chesson [9] proposed that species coexistence could
be understood as a balance between stabilizing forces (i.e.,
niche-based differences) and equalizing forces (i.e., those
minimizing fitness differences among species; Fig. 1).

Individual-based models accounting for effects of niche
and relative fitness differences on species survival, growth,
and recruitment have been developed to determine the
relative importance of stabilizing and equalizing mechan-
isms for species coexistence [13–16]. Also, experimental
studies have quantified both niche and relative fitness dif-
ferences among species under controlled laboratory condi-
tions [17]. Both theory and empirical evidence concur that
neither niche, nor fitness differences alone can predict
coexistence. Species coexist only if their niche differences
are large enough to counteract their relative fitness differ-
ences [9, 12]. Some recent empirical studies have further
explored the drivers of species coexistence by analysing the
role of evolutionary relatedness on niche and relative fitness
differences [17, 18]. For freshwater green microalgae,
Narwani et al. [17] found that species coexistence could
not be predicted based on their evolutionary relatedness.
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Godoy et al. [18], on the other hand, found a significant
relationship between phylogenetic signal and relative
fitness differences in annual plants. However, coexistence
was not successfully predicted by phylogenetic relatedness
due to the highly inherent variance of species relatedness
traits, particularly when species were distantly related.

As an alternative to phylogenetic relatedness as a pre-
dictor for coexistence, one could directly focus on those
traits that may influence niche and fitness differences
[16, 19] and test their impact on coexistence. For instance,
Kraft et al. [16] explored the relative importance of
eleven individual plant functional traits in predicting
niche and fitness differences, five of which were size-

related variables. Their findings suggest that whereas
phenotypic differences among plants correlated well with
relative fitness differences, no correlation with niche
differences was found. That is, phenotypic differences
among plant species based on individual traits did not
relate to niche differentiation. Only combinations of mul-
tiple traits related well to niche differentiation among
species and permitted coexistence.

In phytoplankton, many individual and population
level processes are size-dependent, meaning they scale
with cell or colony size [20–24]. For instance, nutrient
uptake, light absorption and ultimately growth rate are
determined by the surface-area to-volume ratios. Smaller

Fig. 1 Predictions on how species coexistence is determined by dif-
ferences in organisms’ size (Δ size) through the lenses of different
coexistence theories. Under the niche theory perspective (left column
panels), if size differences (x-axis) relate well to niche differences
(ND, top panel), coexistence is possible when niche differences (i.e.,
size differences) among species are large (bottom panel). The niche
perspective does not consider relative fitness differences. Under the
neutral perspective (central column panels), all species are equivalent
in terms of both niche and fitness, irrespective of their sizes. Differ-
ences in size should not affect the likelihood of coexistence. The
competitive outcome in the neutral scenario is influenced by

stochasticity, meaning that a pair of species may sometimes coexist
and sometimes not. The empty dots and arrows illustrate such sto-
chastic variability among replicates for a same pair of species. The
modern coexistence perspective (right column panels) proposes that
if size differences relate well to both niche (ND) and fitness differences
(RFD), coexistence is possible when niche differences are large
enough to compensate for fitness differences. Compared to the neutral
scenario, the competitive outcome of the modern coexistence theory
is not influenced by stochasticity and should be consistent among
replicates in a same pair of species
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phytoplankton cells show a tendency to grow faster, sink
slower, and be more efficient in the acquisition of limiting
resources. Larger ones may dominate when nutrients are
abundant or when grazing pressures are high [21, 25].
Under given nutrient and light conditions, species of
different size are expected to occupy different niches,
whilst the niches of species of similar size may overlap.
Additional studies conclude that size differences affect
fitness differences, with fitness differences that limit
coexistence emerging as size differences increase [22, 24,
26, 27]. From a modern coexistence perspective, both
niche and relative fitness differences will increase with
size differences among species. Given this double effect,
however, size differences alone may not be able to predict
whether niche differences are large enough to counteract
for relative fitness differences and permit coexistence. To
experimentally test expectations on size as a functional
trait that plays a pivotal role in species coexistence, we
estimated simultaneously niche and relative fitness dif-
ferences in 30 unique pairs of cyanobacteria which greatly
varied in size—covering up to two orders of difference in
magnitude—to amplify any potential scenario among
species and guaranteeing that the effect of size is not
overlooked.

Our experiments showed that both niche and fitness
differences increased with difference in size, which would
affect the scope for coexistence. The prevalence of coex-
istence was not statistically determined by size differences,
but coexisting species showed higher size differences than
non-coexisting species. Unlike phenotypic differences
based on size, phylogenetic relatedness did not relate to
either niche or fitness differences.

Methods

Species selection

We selected six species of freshwater cyanobacteria:
Aphanothece hegewaldii, Chroococcidiopsis cubana,
Chroococcus minutus, Synechococcus leopolensis, Syne-
chocystis pevalekii, Synechocystis PCC 6803. All taxa were
obtained from the Göttingen Culture Collection (SAG,
Germany). We exclusively focused on the Cyanobacteria
phylum, since it is considered the most diverse and widely
distributed [28] and is increasingly important in freshwater
ecosystems because of the proliferation of harmful blooms
[29]. Out of the main five cyanobacterial morphological
groups, we excluded those with specific structures and/or
cells (e.g., heterocysts, gas vacuoles) that could favor
nutrient uptake and light absorption rates, which would
possibly modify the effect of size in our experiment. We
only selected species with similar morphology (i.e., coccoid

forms) to minimize the effect of cellular shape, since it may
also strongly influence coexistence [27]. All six species
grew well in BG11, a common culture medium [30] and
were clearly distinguishable under a microscope. Cultures
were not axenic, but careful microscopic inspection
revealed that the biomass of heterotrophic bacteria never
exceeded 1% of total biovolume.

Experimental design

Our experimental approach consisted in allowing one
species —‘invader’— to attempt to colonize an already
established culture of a second species —‘resident’—.
We included six resident species times five invader species=
thirty unique pairwise species combinations (e.g., C. minutus
invading A. hegewaldii and vice versa), each replicated three
times for a total of 90 invasion cultures. We also grew the six
species alone (monocultures) times six replicates= thirty-six
monocultures, resulting in a total of 126 experimental flasks.
We filled 50mL-flasks with 30mL BG11 culture medium.

Each of the resident cyanobacteria species was
cultured with an initial concentration of 200 RFU
(relative fluorescence units), measured with a laboratory
fluorimeter (Turner BioSystems, USA), at 22 °C, with a
16:8 light:dark cycle and a light intensity of 50 μmol
photons m−2 s−1 in a controlled culture chamber (INFORS
Multitron, Switzerland). Because chlorophyll a levels
and colony densities were highly correlated for each
monoculture (R2 > 0.83), we used chlorophyll a as a
proxy for density to determine when cultures reached sta-
tionary phase to start the invasibility tests (Supplementary
Information, S.I. 1).

When all monocultures had reached stationary phase,
33 days after the initial inoculation, we introduced the rare
invader species in a 95:5 resident-to-invader ratio, based on
total biovolume. We established the resident-to-invader
concentration based on the total biovolume rather than cell
density because of the large differences in cell dimensions
among species. Biovolume was calculated with geometric
formulae based on strain morphology [31]. We measured
cell/colony densities and the average cell diameter for each
resident to account for the total biovolume and we calcu-
lated the cell density of each invader necessary to accom-
plish 5% of the resident’s biovolume. Cell densities and
average cell size (diameter) were measured with a particle
counter (CASYTM Roche Innovatis AG, Germany). When
species could not be clearly distinguished based on their
size differences, the proportional density of each species
was estimated microscopically using Neubauer chambers
(see Supplementary Information, S.I. 1; Intercalibration
between methodologies). Growth rates of species in the
invasion experiments were calculated over the exponential
growth phase (between t= 41 and t= 57 days), using the
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following formula:

μ ¼ 1
t
� ln Dt

D0
;

where t is the time (days) after the invasion, D0 and Dt

are the cell densities at the initial and final time for each
species, grown either as monoculture or as invader. The
experiment lasted 60 days.

Size variability to measure trait diversity

The six cyanobacteria species used in this study covered a
gradient in average size that ranged across two orders of
magnitude in diameter (from 1 to 100 μm). The upper end of
the size scale represents colonial growth forms, which are
ultimately the ecologically relevant units for colony forming
taxa [32]. We calculated differences in size as the logarithm
of the differences in average cell or colony diameter
between two species plus 1 (log (Δ diameter +1)). Low size
differences were obtained for five combinations of species
with similar average size, five combinations represent
intermediate size differences (one order of magnitude dif-
ference) and five combinations large size differences (two
orders of magnitude difference).

Phylogeny and calculation of phylogenetic distances

In addition to size differences, we also used phylogenetic
distance as a predictor of niche and fitness differences
to compare our results to a similar recent study using
green algae [17]. We constructed a smoothed Maximum
Likelihood phylogenetic tree (Supplementary Information,
S.I. 2) using partial 16S ribosomal RNA for 23 species
of freshwater cyanobacteria available on GenBank. We
included other representative species from Cyanobacteria
(e.g., Oscillatoriales, Nostocales) to place our pool within a
broader phylogenetic framework and used Bacillus subtilis
strain B6-1 as outgroup. We aligned gene sequences with
ClustalX2 (Neighbor-joining distance method), excluding
positions with gaps and correcting for multiple substitutions
and built a tree using RAxML version 7.2.8 (Supplementary
Information, S.I. 2). Phylogenetic distances between species
pairs were calculated as the sum of branch lengths con-
necting the two species in the tree.

Measurement of coexistence mechanisms

To account for the competitive potential of each species, we
calculated the “sensitivity to competition” as:

Si ¼
μi;alone � μi;invading

μi;alone

where μi;invading is the growth rate of species i when growing
alone (as a monoculture) and μi;invading is the growth of
species i as invader, that is when introduced into a steady-
state population of a resident species [33]. For any species,
when sensitivity Si � 0; both growth rates (as a mono-
culture and as an invader) are similar. Contrastingly, a
species with a high sensitivity to competition would show
a sharp drop in growth rate when invading, implying
that Si approaches 1. For sensitivities Si > 1, the invasion
is unsuccessful (i.e., negative growth as invader), whilst
Si < 0 indicates facilitation (i.e., a special case in which the
invader grows better in presence of the resident than in
monoculture). There is mutual invasibility (i.e., both species
able to invade the resident species) when the sensitivities
of the two species S1,2 and S2,1 range between 0 and 1. We
averaged the growth rates of the three replicates of each
species. We used the approach proposed by Carroll et al.
[33], in which niche differences (ND) between two species
are calculated as one minus the geometric mean of the
sensitivities Si of each pairwise combination, whereas
their relative fitness differences (RFD) are calculated as
the geometric standard deviation of the sensitivities, which
can be also expressed as the square root of the ratio between
sensitivities. ND and RFD formulae are noted as:

ND ¼ 1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

S1 � S2
p

RFD ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

S1=S2
p

As required for geometric standard deviations, we assume
that RFD ≥ 1; implying that S1 > S2 (i.e., the species with the
higher sensitivity always as numerator in the ratio of RFD).
High ND values (close to 1) mean that the average
sensitivities to competition of both species are relatively
low, meaning that, overall both species grow similarly well
as monocultures and as invaders. In its original form, the
coexistence threshold is curvilinear in the ND vs. RFD
plane [33]. To achieve a linear threshold between the two
variables and make our statistical analyses more robust, we
transformed RFD into RFD* as:

RFD� ¼ 1� 1=RFD

If RFD is close to 1 (RFD*= 0), both species’ growth rates
are equally affected by the presence of the resident, which
is considered an equalizing mechanism and makes stable
coexistence possible, even with a small ND [33]. High
values of RFD (RFD*= 1) imply asymmetry in sensitivities
to competition (e.g., only one species invades the other).
Overall, competitive exclusion occurs when RFD > 1/
(1−ND), while coexistence occurs when RFD < 1/(1−ND)
[33]. In terms of RFD*, competitive exclusion occurs when
RFD* > ND, while coexistence occurs when RFD* < ND.
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Statistical analyses

We estimated the influence of size differences among pairs of
species on: (1) niche differences ND, (2) transformed relative
fitness differences RFD*, (3) prevalence of coexistence, and
(4) sensitivities; by using linear regressions when the response
variables were continuous and probit models when the
response variable was binary. Additionally, we tested whether
coexisting pairs differed from non-coexisting pairs regarding
their size differences with a Wilcoxon signed-rank test. We
also used structural equation modeling (SEM), a robust
multivariate method, to test for direct and indirect links
between variables. The advantages of this technique com-
pared to conventional analyses, such as simple regressions,
are given in Box 1. We used SEM to first analyse the direct
effects of differences in average size between two species on:
(1) niche differences ND, (2) relative fitness differences
RFD*; and the direct effects of (3) ND and (4) RFD* on the
prevalence of coexistence. Then we incorporated (5) indirect
effects of ND (i.e., ND as covariate connecting size differ-
ences and species coexistence) and (6) indirect effects of
RFD* on the likelihood of coexistence, (i.e., RFD* as a
covariate). For this, a multiple mediation model was con-
structed using size differences between pairwise combinations
(μm) as the exogenous variable, niche differences (ND) and
relative fitness differences (RFD*) as mediators, and species
coexistence as an endogenous binary variable (presence/
absence). Data were log-transformed to fulfill normality cri-
teria. We also ran a model including the direct effect of
phylogenetic distance among species on: (1) niche differences
ND, (2) relative fitness differences RFD*; the effects of (3)
ND and (4) RFD* on the prevalence of coexistence; and the
indirect effects of (5) ND and (6) RFD* on the likelihood of
coexistence. Although two different estimators were given,
we only considered the most robust estimator—WLSMV
estimator, with mean and variance adjustments—, since it is
even more efficient than the diagonally weighed least squares
estimator (DWLS). We ran a bootstrap procedure based on
1000 replicates for each model. The SEM model was built
with lavaan package, using R v. 3.4.0 (R 2017).

Results

Stable coexistence of cyanobacterial species, based on the
reciprocal mutual invasion from rare criteria, occurred in ten
out of the fifteen pairs tested in our experiment. Both species
displayed positive growth-rates in presence of a resident
species and niche differences (ND) were large enough to
counteract for relative fitness differences (RFD*, Fig. 2). On
one extreme of the coexistence spectrum, we found the pair
S. leopolensis/A. hegewaldii with both high ND and RFD*
values. On the other extreme of the gradient, we found the

pair S. leopolensis/C. cubana with low ND and RFD* values
(Fig. 2). The ten cases of coexistence included all five spe-
cies pairs with large size differences, three out of five pairs
with intermediate size differences, and only two out of five
pairs with low size differences. The other three species pairs
with small size differences and two pairs with intermediate
size differences resulted in the incapacity of one of the two
species to invade the resident species. In three out of the five
non-coexisting species, the unsuccessful invader was the
smaller species in the pair, whereas in the other two cases the
unsuccessful invader was the larger species. Growth rates
and sensitivities revealed no individual species having a
general lower capacity to invade than others. Exclusion
occurred when niche differences were too small to coun-
teract for fitness differences, (e.g., in the four species pairs
with the lowest ND values; Fig. 2) and in the pair S. peva-
lekii/C. cubana, for which both ND and RFD* values were
large, but RFD* exceeded ND (Fig. 2).

Size differences effects

Niche differences (ND) were positively related to size dif-
ferences among species (R2= 0.379, P= 0.015, Fig. 3a) with
ND values close to zero at low size differences and values
close to one for large size differences. This means that species
of more similar size displayed on average larger sensitivities
(i.e., larger differences in growth rate when grown alone
versus as invaders). In other words, the capacity of a species
to invade from rare increased as size differences with the
resident species increased. Relative fitness differences (RFD*)
were also positively related to size differences among species
(R2= 0.402, P= 0.011, Fig. 3b) with RFD* values close to
zero at low size differences and values close to one at larger
size differences. Although coexistence prevalence was not
determined by size differences (χ2 test= 1.7, P= 0.19;
Fig. 3c), the ten pairs of species that coexisted under our
experimental conditions had larger size differences than the
five non-coexisting pairs (Wilcoxon signed-rank test,W= 42,
P= 0.037; Fig. 3d). All species pairs with over two orders
of magnitude in size differences coexisted since niche
differences were large enough to counteract fitness differ-
ences, while species pairs with lower size differences (below
two orders of magnitude), resulted in either coexistence or
competitive exclusion (Figs. 2 and 3c).

In twelve out of fifteen cases, the smaller species in a
pair showed lower sensitivity to competition than the
larger species, revealing that in general smaller species were
better invaders from rare. This happened because smaller
species in a pair grew faster as invaders (11 out of 15 cases)
but showed lower growth rates as monocultures (12 out
of 15 cases). When competitive exclusion occurred, the
smaller species excluded the larger one in three cases (out of
five) and larger cells excluded smaller ones in the remaining
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two cases. Only sensitivities of the species with the lower
sensitivities in each pair (generally the smaller species)
decreased significantly as size differences decreased
(Fig. 4). The sensitivities of the species with the highest
sensitivities in each pair (generally the larger species)
were not significantly influenced by size differences. This
explains the increase in the asymmetry of sensitivities

(RFD*) as size differences increased (Figs. 3b, 4). Sensi-
tivities of the species with higher sensitivities in each pair
ranged from values above one, when differences in size
were low (unsuccessful invasion), to intermediate values
when differences in size were large. Sensitivities of the
species with lower sensitivities in each pair ranged from
intermediate values, when differences in size were low, to

Box 1 Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) in ecology

Ecologists constantly link specific system attributes to theoretical concepts using latent variables i.e. those unmeasured or unmeasurable, which
is largely due to the nature of ecological data and the lack of robust generalizations in ecology. In a quest for a suitable procedure, SEM
provides a comprehensive scientific framework, rather than a method, that uses a set of equations to model multivariate relationships (i.e., those
involving simultaneous influences and responses, [47]). The challenge of this approach is to make strong and explicit connections between
empirical data and theoretical ideas. Although SEM were developed almost three decades ago [48], their origins go back to the 1920s, when
path analysis was developed to answer questions formulated in evolutionary genetics [49]. Since then, much progress has been made in more
social sciences, such as sociometrics, econometrics and psychometrics [50]. In ecology, the first studies using this approach were related to
natural selection (in 2000), life history strategies (2006), community ecology (2006), genomics (2006) and physiology (2007). There are
several reasons why ecologists are interested in incorporating SEM in their field [51]:

1. SEM are not null model oriented, but theory oriented.
2. Hypotheses about casual networks are well characterized.
3. Competing models are tested.
4. Allows interpreting a large number of predictors and responses with complex causal connections.

The general form of expression in a SEM is a series of mathematical equations and a path diagram with all the causal connections, such as:

where x is an exogenous variable, y is a mediator variable and z is an endogenous variable. βi represent the regression coefficients between
variables and εi are the errors.
This generalized multi-equation framework allows ecologists to represent a broad range of multivariate hypotheses about interdependencies,
in which the research questions dictate the use of structural modeling. To analyse the relations among variables, we decompose the model
into several simple paths. We then estimate the parameters in the model. We assess the models fit and, if necessary, we redefine the model and
start from the beginning. Lastly, results are interpreted. The model fit can be assessed by χ² (it measures the “badness” of fit), the CFI and
the TLI, amongst others. The comparative fit index (CFI) is equal to the discrepancy function adjusted for sample size. CFI ranges from 0 to
1 with a larger value indicating better fit. Acceptable model fit is indicated by a CFI value similar to 0.90 or greater [52].
Differences between multiple regression and SEM are summarized as follows:

Multiple regression Structural Equation Modeling

Number of variables Only one dependent variable Several variables

Type of variables A variable can be either a predictor or an outcome A variable can be either observed (being endogenous or exogenous) or latent (= unmeasurable)

Theoretical content Descriptive Confirmatory

Purpose/use Exploratory studies Evaluation of multivariate hypotheses

Explanatory analyses

Method specificities Examination of 1-to-1 causal relationships Examination of networks of causal relationships

List of advantages and limitations of SEM:
Advantages of SEM Limitations of SEM

Flexibility: Permits the implications of a causally structured theory to be expressed Does not solve all the problems associated with interpretation of multivariate
relations

Allows the inclusion of latent (unmeasurable, ‘pure’) variables in the model The analysis itself does not establish the causality

Comprehensive: Subsumes other techniques (multiple regression, confirmatory
factor analysis, path analysis, ANOVA)

Statistical tests and assessment of fit more ambiguous than conventional
multivariate analyses
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values close to zero when differences in size were large
(species grew as invaders as well as when alone, Fig. 4).
Pairs of species with the highest size-differences included
A. hegewaldii, the largest species in our pool, and all spe-
cies invading it grew almost as well as when grown alone,
resulting in sensitivities close to zero.

SEM with phylogenetic distance or size differences
as exogenous variables

Given the lack of correlation between phylogenetic
distance among species pairs (PD) and their size differences
(R2= 0.05, P= 0.4; Supplementary Information S.I. 3), we
conducted two SEMs, using both PD and size differences
as exogenous variables, separately.

The SEM including phylogenetic distance (PD) as the
exogenous variable (χ2= 0.063; PRobust= 0.069, CFI=
0.475, TLI=−0.575, Fig. 5a) explained the variation in
the prevalence of coexistence less well compared to the
model with size differences (χ2= 0.404; PRobust= 0.417,
CFI= 1.00, TLI= 1.042, Fig. 5b). Neither ND nor RFD*
were determined by phylogenetic distances (β=−8.952,
P > 0.433, and β=−2.936, P > 0.331 respectively, Fig. 5a).

In addition, the effects of phylogenetic distances on
coexistence with mediation via ND or RFD were not
significant (P= 0.438 and P= 0.41 respectively). When
phylogenetic distances and size differences were jointly
included as exogenous variables, neither ND nor RFD*
were related to phylogenetic distances (P > 0.1 in all cases;
see Supplementary Information S.I. 2).

The SEM including differences in size as an exogenous
variable and ND and RFD* as mediators was significant,
meaning that it explained well the variation in the pre-
valence of coexistence (Fig. 5b). The path analysis showed
that cyanobacteria size differences (Δ size) positively
influenced both niche differences (ND, β= 0.272, P=
0.011) and relative fitness differences (RFD*, β= 0.231,
P= 0.005). In addition, the path analysis revealed that
the prevalence of coexistence was positively related to ND
(β= 4.295, P= 0.005), meaning that species coexisted
more often as their niche differences increased. This can be
explained by the fact that four out of five cases of exclusion
were obtained at low ND values (Fig. 3a) and by the clear
transition (except for only one species pair) from cases
of exclusion to cases of coexistence moving along the
ND gradient (Fig. 2). On the other hand, relative fitness
differences (changes in the asymmetry of growth sensitiv-
ities) had no significant impact on species coexistence
(β=−0.691, P= 0.617). Indeed, the five cases of exclusion
were more evenly distributed along the RFD* axis (Fig. 3b)
and no clear transition from exclusion to coexistence
moving along the RFD* gradient could be observed
(Fig. 2). The indirect effects of size differences on spe-
cies’ coexistence with mediation of ND and RFD* were
not significant (β= 1.169, P= 0.067 and β=−0.159,
P= 0.628, respectively, Fig. 5b).

Discussion

Our results support some fundamental modern coexistence-
based predictions linking size, niche and fitness differences
to coexistence. The average sensitivities of species to
competitors decreased with their size differences, leading
to an increase in niche stabilization. Species had generally
more trouble invading species of similar size, whilst
invading a species of a very different size was relatively
easy and some invaders grew almost as if they were
growing alone. This result suggests a decrease in niche
overlap between species as size differences increase, in line
with classic studies proposing that differences in size pro-
mote coexistence due to niche differentiation [34–37].
The increase in niche differences with size differences
was mainly due to a steep reduction in the sensitivity
of the smaller species in each pair. Larger species often
produce less biomass and may affect nutrient and light
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show small differences in size (same order of magnitude). As descri-
bed in Adler et al. [12], coexistence occurs when RFD < 1 / (1-ND),
which is equivalent to RFD* < ND (the area below the line). Low
values of RFD* require low ND to allow coexistence (e.g., the
pair Synechocystis leopolensis/Chroococcidiopsis cubana, leo/cub)
whereas high RFD* values require high ND values (e.g., the pair
Synechococcus leopolensis/Aphanothece hegewaldii, leo/apha). The
pair Synechocystis pevaleckii/ Chroococcidiopsis cubana (pev/cub) did
not coexist despite high ND values because RFD* was also relatively
high
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availability less strongly, allowing smaller species to
invade relatively easily. Yet, according to modern coex-
istence theory, the niche-based perspective alone is insuf-
ficient to predict the outcome of competition on
coexistence. Relative fitness differences in our study also
showed a tendency to increase with size differences,
meaning that sensitivities became more asymmetric as size
differences increased. Indeed, the negative trend observed
in species sensitivities with increasing size differences was
particularly evident in those with low sensitivities, which
mainly corresponded to the smaller species in each pair.
However, our expectation that smaller species would
exclude the larger ones was not always fulfilled despite
most of the smaller species being less sensitive to compe-
tition —and therefore, more likely to exclude the larger
ones— since niche differences must also be considered in
the likelihood of coexistence.

Previous studies suggested that differences in body
size might generate a competitive gradient such that
certain species, due to their larger size, may exclude others
[16, 38–42]. For instance, using Lotka-Volterra competition
models, a positive correlation between organisms’ sizes and
their competitive abilities suggests that the species with the
highest carrying capacity K should exclude others [43]. To

our knowledge, only one study has included size-related
variables in the context of modern coexistence theory [16].
Kraft et al. considered several functional traits that account
for plant size and found relatively strong correlations
between single functional traits and fitness differences (that
limit coexistence) but no correlations with niche differences
(that ultimately promote coexistence). Probably the two
orders magnitude size gradient included in our study —

compared to much smaller gradients in plant studies— is
responsible for the observed large niche differences among
the cyanobacterial species. In phytoplankton, species’
reproductive success is tightly coupled to their nutrient
uptake and resulting growth rates [25], so species with
lower surface-to-volume ratios may have lower fitness, as
suggested by the general decrease in abundances observed
for larger species [22, 26]. In any case, in the modern
coexistence perspective, the link between size-related fit-
ness differences among species and their coexistence is not
straightforward, unless one assumes that niche differences
are unimportant [9–11, 14, 44]. In other words, large fitness
differences by themselves lead to competitive exclusion, in
the absence of sufficient stabilizing forces through niche
differences. One of the novelties of our study is the inclu-
sion of a single functional trait —size— expressed over a

Fig. 3 Effects of differences in cyanobacteria interspecific size (μm,
log transformed) on (a) species niche differences ND, (b) species
relative fitness differences RFD*, both based on regression models,

and (c) the prevalence of coexistence, based on a probit model. Filled
dots represent cases where exclusion occurred and (d) size differences
between coexisting and non-coexisting species pairs
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large gradient, covering many possible cyanobacterial spe-
cies combinations that occur in nature.

Species coexistence could not be directly predicted by
trait differences nor phylogenetic relatedness. However, the
implications of these two results are different: Size differ-
ences had simultaneous positive effects on niche and fitness
differences and were also larger when species coexisted
than when they excluded each other. Contrastingly, phylo-
genetic relatedness was unrelated to both niche differences
and relative fitness differences, implying that being closely
or distantly related has no significant effect on species niche
differences, nor their fitness inequalities. In a similar
experiment with green algae implemented under the modern
coexistence framework, Narwani et al. [17] also found non-
significant relationships between phylogenetic distance and
coexistence, niche- or fitness differences, concluding that
there was no evolutionary signal in species coexistence,
neither in the ecological mechanisms (dis)allowing coex-
istence (i.e., stabilizing and equalizing forces). Indeed, in
our study, there was no correlation between size differences
and phylogenetic distance, suggesting that cyanobacteria
body size is not a phylogenetically conserved trait. These
results emphasize that functional traits allow more insight
into coexistence of species than phylogenetic relatedness,
but in the case of phytoplankton [17] and annual plants [18],
traits fail to predict coexistence.

Fig. 5 Structural equation
models. In (a) the exogenous
variable is the phylogenetic
distance (PD), whilst in (b) the
exogenous variable is
differences in size (Δ size).
Species coexistence is present
as the endogenous variable,
and niche differences (ND) and
relative fitness differences
(RFD) are mediator variables.
β indicates unstandardized
regression coefficients. Arrows
indicate the direction of the
interactions between variables,
pointing towards endogenous
variables. The weight of the
arrows is proportional to the
regression coefficients, with
dashed lines representing no
significant relationships between
variables. The overall goodness-
of-fit test (χ2, CFI, TLI) and the
regression coefficient R2 for
each variable introduced are
given. CFI, comparative fit
index; LTI, Tucker-Lewis index
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Fig. 4 Effect of differences in cyanobacteria interspecific size on the
sensitivity Si of each species in the pairwise combination, defined as
Si ¼ μi;alone�μi;invading

μi;alone
: Triangles represent the species with the highest

sensitivity in each pair of species and circles represent the species with
the lowest sensitivity in each pair of species. The gray area represents
sensitivities comprised between zero and one, meaning that species in
this area grew positively as invaders but less well than when grown
alone. Sensitivities close to zero mean species grew as well as invaders
as when alone. Sensitivities close, but below one mean species growth
rates as invaders were still positive but low. Sensitivities above one
mean species could not invade the resident population. The sensitiv-
ities of species with higher sensitivities were not influenced by size
differences (upper line, R2= 0.111, P= 0.225). The sensitivities of
species with lower sensitivities decreased as the size differences
increased (R2= 0.416, P= 0.009). Filled symbols represent the three
pairs of species for which the smallest species had a higher sensitivity
than the larger species
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In our study, the clearest influence of size on coexistence
was observed among species pairs with large size differ-
ences, since all the combinations with size differences of two
orders of magnitude could coexist thanks to their large niche
differences, despite showing relatively high fitness differ-
ences. This suggests that small and large phytoplankton
species are occupying different niches, which allows them to
stably coexist, even when one species has a clear fitness
advantage over the other. However, for species of similar
size, dominance of niche differences over fitness differences
was less evident. Sometimes, niche differences were not
large enough to overcome even small fitness differences,
leading to competitive exclusion. Strong niche-based stabi-
lizing effects have also been demonstrated experimentally in
plankton communities with high functional diversity, sug-
gesting that differences along a functional trait axis are
mainly driven by niche differences [7, 45]. In ten out of
fifteen species pairs included in this experiment, the stabi-
lizing effect of niche differences was large enough to
overcome the equalizing effect of relative fitness differences
among species, resulting in stable coexistence. In our
experiment, coexistence rather than competitive exclusion
seems to be a dominant outcome of interactions between
cyanobacteria, despite the long-standing expectations
resulting from the paradox of the plankton. We can only
hypothesize on some underlying mechanisms that may
explain the niche differences underlying coexistence in our
experiment. First, larger cells are expected to have higher
sedimentation rates, as described in natural ecosystems for
non-motile taxa [32]. Differential sedimentation rates were
observed between the smallest and the largest cyanobacteria
species in our cultures, despite the continuous, but gentle
shaking of the flasks. We observed that the two largest
species (C. cubana and A. hegewaldii) tended to sink rela-
tively fast, whereas the smallest species (S. pevaleckii and S.
PCC 6803) showed almost no sedimentation. Such sinking
differences may lead to a spatial segregation of species
within the culture flask, to differences in light availability,
and might be considered as a source of niche differentiation.
Second, differences in surface-area to-volume ratios might
also play a role, because of their strong influence on resource
acquisition in phytoplankton. Small phytoplankton cells,
with a large surface-area to-volume ratio, generally have
superior resource uptake capacities and show higher growth
rates compared to large colonial units. In this study, the
smaller species in all coexisting pairs were always better
invaders than larger species, as their growth rates were less
affected by the presence of the resident species. This might
suggest that during invasion smaller species were able to
cope better with the low nutrient concentrations generated
by the resident species before invasion was initiated. Third,
niche differentiation causes a species to limit its own growth
more than the growth of its competitors, with stronger

intraspecific than interspecific competition, and this stabi-
lizes species coexistence. In our experiment, intraspecific
size differences also varied for colony forming taxa. Most of
our strains were two-cell colonies, whereas the largest spe-
cies formed colonies ranging from a few to hundreds of
cells. We propose that possibly those species represented by
larger colonies showed a higher intraspecific size variability
than those species composed by two-cell colonies, affecting
the scope for niche differentiation and possibly the outcome
of coexistence.

Embedded within the modern coexistence framework, our
study provides a more detailed understanding of the influence
of species’ size differences on both stabilizing and equalizing
mechanisms of coexistence. The observed positive correla-
tions between cell size differences, niche differences and
relative fitness differences corroborates the importance of
size as a master functional trait that captures much of the
physiology and ecology of phytoplankton [20–23, 46]. Our
experiment showed that large size differences among cya-
nobacteria had a simultaneous strong positive influence on
the niche and relative fitness differences among species.

In addition to being a major determinant of population-
level processes such as resource use, growth and biomass
production, body size might also be considered a key func-
tional trait controlling community-level processes [7]. By
influencing the nature and strength of species interactions and
the maintenance of diversity, community ecology research
may benefit from incorporating more size-related information.
Further research should focus on multiple species combina-
tions, including simulations and experiments that take more
complex natural conditions into account.
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